differential expression analysis of the transcriptomes of head-kidney (KS3/KR4) and spleen (SS1/SR2). The −log 10 of FDR is used for the Y axis and the log 2 of the fold change is used for the X axis. b) Venn diagrams of above data, illustrating the overlap of up-regulated and down-regulated DEGs in head-kidney and spleen in the comparison of resistant and susceptible libraries. c) Two-dimensional hierarchical clustering result. It was performed based on the FPKM values of DEGs which were significantly up-or down-regulated in both head-kidney and spleen. In the comparison between resistant libraries and susceptible libraries, 59 up-regulated genes (over the dotted line) and 158 down-regulated genes (below the dotted line) in resistant libraries were found. Figure S5 | Enrichment analyses for DESes. DESes were classified into various GO categories and KEGG terms (P < 0.05, FDR < 0.05). X axis presents the code names of corresponding terms (the actual names are described in Supplementary information S6); Y axis presents DES ratios. a) GO enrichment. b) KEGG enrichment. In the comparison of KR4 vs. KS3, GO sub-categories with the highest enrichment DES ratios in BP, CC and MF category are "regulation of antigen processing and presentation", "TAP complex" and "protein N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase activity", respectively; KEGG terms with the highest enrichment DES ratios were "collecting duct acid secretion" pathway and "hepatic porphyria" disease. In the comparison of SR2 vs. SS1, GO sub-categories with the highest enrichment DES ratios in BP, CC and MF category are "toxin metabolic process", "hemoglobin complex" and "uridine phosphorylase activity", respectively; KEGG terms with the highest enrichment DES ratios were "methane metabolism" pathway and "thalassemia" disease. In the comparison of KR4 vs. SR2, GO sub-categories with the highest enrichment DES ratios in BP, CC and MF category are "spindle midzone assembly involved in mitosis", "condensin complex and central spindlin complex" and "serine-type endopeptidase inhibitor activity", respectively; KEGG terms with the highest enrichment DES ratios were "renin-angiotensin system" pathway and "afibrinogenemia" disease. In the comparison of KS3 vs. SS1, GO sub-categories with the highest enrichment DES ratios in BP, CC and MF category are "regulation of RNA splicing", "ER to Golgi transport vesicle" and "glucagon receptor binding", respectively; KEGG terms with the highest enrichment DES ratios is "skin fragility-woolly hair syndrome" disease (no significant pathway enriched). 
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Supplementary Table S1 | The mapping result of high-quality with the assembled transcriptome. Note: the numbers are the log 2 (fold change) of corresponding gene. "New" presents there is no annotated information of corresponding gene in the NR database.
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